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collected for any of our minor campaigns either in India or
elsewhere,
The Dargai heights, blocking the road into the Tirah valley,
were stormed with considerable loss, and the column burst
northwards through the passes into the virgin valley. From
end to end it was traversed in the next six weeks ; the enemy
resistance was stubborn, and our progress was always difficult
and often costly. None the less every Afridi valley was in turn
visited and laid waste, before the coming of wintry weather in
early December made it necessary for the British to turn their
faces homewards. The withdrawal eastwards was carried out
in two columns ; the southern one was unmolested, but the
northern one had to undergo severe privations and hold off a
series of fierce and incessant attacks before it could get clear
of Afridi territory, and rest and refresh itself south-west of
Peshawar. The curtain was rung down on the great tribal
rising of 1897 by a successful incursion into the Zakha Khel
fastness in the Bazar valley, west of Peshawar, and the reoccu-
pation of the Khyber forts, which had, as above described, been
lost to us some four months previously, at the beginning of the
trouble.
Unwonted peace, undisturbed save for two encounters with
the Wazirs, now ensued on the frontier for a space of ten years,
to be broken by an uprising among the Zakha Khels early in
1908. Willcocks, with 14,000 men, organised his advance so
carefully and fell on the insurgents so quickly that they were
quite unable to put up any effective resistance, and in three
weeks had been reduced to sue for peace. There followed at
once an outbreak of disorder farther north among the Moh-
mands, our main anxiety being less the actual revolt than the
possibility, which at one time seemed something more, of their
receiving assistance from Afghanistan. This peril was, how-
ever, averted, and though the Mohmands put up a better
resistance to Willcocks and his 12,000 men than their southern
compatriots, the same space of time sufficed for him to relieve
the British posts which had been attacked by them, and put an
end to the rising in a few brisk little actions. From that time
on to the outbreak of the Great War in 1914 the peace of the
frontier remained undisturbed by any outbreak of disorder
necessitating the employment of armed forces*
It would be unseemly in any historian to leave the subject
of our Indian frontier wars without a tribute of admiration
for the high qualities alike of leaders and of troops that have
made his tale one of almost unvarying success. Organisation,
discipline, and armament proved themselves throughput more
than a match for courage, craft, local knowledge and high tribal

